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Poverty of Stimulus (PoS) Argument

• Language learners make grammatical generalizations that go 
beyond what is immediately justified by the evidence in the 
input.

• For example: children appear to favor hierarchical rules of 
language over linear rules, even in the absence of evidence 
for this preference. 

• This suggests that learners may innately know such things as 
an organizing principle of language.



Goal of the Paper

• Reevaluate the PoS argument for innate language-specific 
knowledge by formalizing the problem of language 
acquisition within a Bayesian framework for rational 
inductive inference.

• Consider an ideal learner with the following domain-general 
capacities: 

1. Can represent structured grammars of various forms 
2. Does Bayesian statistical inference

• Argue that certain core aspects of linguistic knowledge can 
be inferred without language-specific capabilities.



Highlights of the Approach

1. Consider the learnability of entire grammars, rather than the 
learnability of any specific linguistic rule. 

2. The question of whether human learners have language-specific or 
domain-general knowledge is separable from the question of 
whether linguistic knowledge is structured or unstructured. 



Auxiliary Fronting

• Movement of auxiliary verb to the front of the sentence:

• With two identical auxiliary verbs:



Auxiliary Fronting

• There is not a unique way to characterize declarative and 
interrogative forms. 

• Complex interrogative sentences are not common in 
child-directed speech.

• In spite of PoS, children can form correct complex 
interrogative sentences and do not produce incorrect forms.

• Children must have some innate knowledge of the hierarchical 
structure of phrases. 

• What is the nature of this innate bias?



Main Results

1. An unbiased learner that can represent both linear and 
hierarchical grammars, can infer that the hierarchical grammar 
is a better fit to typical child-directed input.
Æ It is possible to acquire domain-specific knowledge about the form of 

representations via domain-general learning mechanisms.
2. Hierarchical phrase-structure grammar succeeds in the 

auxiliary fronting task even when no direct evidence is available 
in the input data.



Method

• Inferences from D to G and T captured by joint posterior probability: 

Prior distribution of grammar T (equal for each type T)

Conditional probability of a specific grammar G (assigning higher probability to simpler 
grammars)

Conditional probability of the data (measure of fit of grammar to corpus data)



The Corpora

• Adam corpus of the CHILDES database.
• Each word replaced by its syntactic category.
• Ungrammatical and grammatically complex sentences 

removed.
• Six corpus levels: depending on token frequency.
• Five corpus epochs: depending on age of the child.



Hypothesis Space of Grammars

1. To represent grammars with hierarchical phrase-structure
• Context-free grammars

2. To represent grammars without hierarchical phrase-
structure
• Regular grammars – finite-state grammars
• FLAT grammar
• One-state (1-ST) grammar



Results

Hand-designed grammars:



Results
• To what extent are these results dependent on particular hand-

designed grammars? Local search from hand-designed grammars: 



Results

Regular grammar by automated search:



Results

• A context-free grammar always has the highest posterior probability 
on the largest type-based corpus, compared to plausible linear 
grammars. 

• Though the ability of the hierarchical phrase-structure grammars to 
generate a higher variety of sentences from fewer productions 
typically results in a lower likelihood, this compression helps in the 
prior. 

• This type of grammar thus consistently maximizes the tradeoff 
between data fit and complexity.



Results

Sentence tokens vs. sentence types
• Evaluate a grammar based on how well they account for which 

sentences occur, rather than their frequency distribution. 
• Linear grammars were preferred to context-free grammars.
• The context-free grammars overgeneralize – the data has more 

tokens, but not more variety. 
• This suggests that if the hierarchical phrase structure of syntax is to 

be inferred from observed data, the learner may need to have a 
disposition to evaluate grammars with respect to type-based rather 
than token-based data.



Results

Age-based stratification: 



Results

Generalizability:
• The percentage of the full (Level 6) corpus that can be parsed by the 

best grammars learned for subsets (Level 1–5) of the full corpus.



Results

Generalizability:
• Do context-free grammars simply generalize more than the regular 

grammars, or do they generalize in the right way?



Results

Linguistic adequacy:
• Compare accuracy of grammars on a gold standard parsed corpus.
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